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Certificate

To whom it may concern,

This is to certify that Dr. Wael Hassanein, born on 5/7/1970 in Alexandria/Egypt, has been
working in the Cardiothoracic Surgery Department at Heart Centre Lahr/Baden - Germany since
April 2002, with an interruption from April 2004 till August 2005, when he went to Alexandria to
finish his M.D. thesis.
With more than 1600 heart operations yearly, Heart Centre Lahr/Baden is one of the biggest heart
centres in Germany. With four operative theatres, including one hybrid theatre, the operations
performed in our centre cover the whole spectrum of adult cardiac surgery. Germany wide, Heart
Centre Lahr 1Baden is one of the leading centres in performing off-pump coronary artery bypass
grafting and total arterial revascularisation. Both techniques are performed in more than 80% of
our coronary bypass patients. In addition, our centre has performed the highest number of
stentless aortic valve implantations worldwide. According to the annual reports of the Federal
Institute for Quality and Patients' Safety, our centre has been keeping its place among the best 10
centres in Germany over many years.
Dr. Hassanein started his training in our centre in April 2002. After spending two years of training,
he went back to Alexandria to finish his M.D. thesis. The clinical part of the thesis was performed
in Heart Centre Lahr/Baden under my supervision. During these two years he left a very good
impression and, accordingly, we offered him to complete his training in cardiac surgery according
to the German regulations. He resumed his work in our centre in September 2005 and finished
his training in April 2008 to become a board certified specialist. In July 2008, he signed a new
contract to work as consultant of cardiac surgery, the position he has been occupying till now.
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During his work, he has always proven excellent surgical skills and decision-making ability. His
knowledge has been always up to date and his patients' management has been always evidence
based. The operations he performed cover the whole surgical spectrum in our centre. The
majority of his coronary operations were off-pump total arterial revascularisation. He was able to
master this useful, but technically challenging, method with excellent postoperative results. He
always offered the best postoperative care for his patients, and he acquired the Additional
Distinction Board Certification in Intensive Care in March 2009.
In addition to the surgical experience, he acquired very good experience in hospital management.
He participated regularly in the consultant's meetings and he had management duties in the fields
of hospital hygiene and transfusion of blood products. In December 2009, he acquired the
Additional Distinction Board Certification in Medical Quality Management.
Dr. Hassanein participated in many researches performed in our centre and he always impressed
me with his scientific way of thinking. His scientific activities produced many publications in
important international journals. He attended the course of Good Clinical Practice and he is
qualified to participate in clinical trials.
In addition to his surgical and scientific competence, Dr. Hassanein has always proven excellent
social competence. He has always treated the patients kindly and prQfessionally. He has always
kept friendly relations with his colleagues and he was always keen to transfer his experience to

the junior membersof our team.
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Dr. Hassanein has a permanent unrestricted medical licence and an open contract that allows
hirn to keep working in his position till retirement. He is most welcome to do so. If he wishes to
transfer the experience he acquired in Germany to Alexandria, it will be our pleasure to offer hirn
any support and cooperation he might need. I'm sure he'll be able to apply the German standards

in cardiacsurgeryto hisfuturepatients.
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